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ABSTRACT
The seismic design of unreinforced masonry infills, which are widely used in many parts of the world, commonly
uses simplified methods that usually do not consider the interaction between the infill and the structure. The
scientific interest on masonry infills is continuously raising in the last decades due to the unsatisfactory seismic
response of the infilled frame structures observed during post-event inspections and the difficulty to contrive a
solution which is widely scientifically and practical recognized. Although some modern codes consider the
presence of infills with some prescriptions to prevent damage in the masonry panels and to take into account global
and local effects on the structure due the presence of the infills, an effective evaluation of these detrimental effects
has not been achieved yet. Within this paper, the main results of a numerical campaign of a RC frame specimens
with Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) masonry infill are presented in order to study accurately the influence
and the interaction of the infill with the RC structure. The in-plane pseudo-static cyclic experimental results of the
tests performed by Calvi and Bolognini (1999), and Penna and Calvi (2006) on one-bay one-storey full-scale
specimens are taken as reference and simulated. FEM non-linear static analyses using a "meso-modelling"
approach have been carried out. The masonry used in the model has been calibrated according to tests of
mechanical characterization as discussed by Milanesi et al. (2015). The analyses performed have allowed to
investigate the local effects on the frame and a comparison between the actual moment and shear demands on the
RC elements due to the presence of the AAC infill and the ones in the bare structure is presented; moreover, the
local pressure due to the infill along the contact length have been estimated depending by the drift imposed.
Keywords: local effects; infill-structure interaction; AAC masonry infill; FEM simulation; in-plane seismic
response.

1. INTRODUCTION
Unreinforced masonry (URM) infills represent a widely used solution as non-structural panels in RC
frame structures in many European countries. Although the current code provisions give few
recommendations for these elements they revealed to be often unsuitable or not clearly defined for
specific prevention of the damage and even of the human lives, as observed during post-event field
inspections after major earthquakes (Manzini et al., 2012; Fragomeli et al., 2017).
Therefore, the scientific interest on the seismic behaviour of the infill is extremely active, and many
researchers have conducted different investigations through experimental (Mehrabi, 1994; Calvi et al.,
1999; Da Porto et al., 2012; Morandi et al., 2017) and numerical (Asteris et al., 2011; Tarque et al.,
2015; Lourenço, 1995; Stavridis, 2009) studies.
The unsatisfactory seismic behaviour of the infills may be related both to intrinsic weakness of the
traditional unreinforced masonry and to deficiencies in design criteria. Moreover, during the last
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lustrum, many studies of different innovative infills and possible improvements of the seismic
performance are leading to the development of new products and innovative systems (i.e. Preti et al.,
2012; Lin et al., 2016; Morandi et al., 2016; Verlato et al., 2016; Vintzileou et al., 2016).
In addition, the Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) masonry, which is gradually increasing its
employment for both structural and non-structural purpose thanks to its lightness, excellent thermal and
acoustic insulation and the fire resistance, has been barely studied in terms of seismic behaviour and
will need to be adequately investigated through experimental and numerical researches.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Masonry infill damage after Italian earthquakes: (a) Emilia earthquake in 2012 (Manzini et al., 2012);
(b) Central Italy earthquake in 2016-2017 (Fragomeli et al., 2017).

In this paper, the FEM simulation of the in-plane pseudo-static cyclic tests on a RC frame specimen
infilled with unreinforced AAC masonry infill tested by Penna and Calvi (2006) is presented; moreover,
the investigation has been focused on the influence and the interaction of the infill with the RC structure.
Non-linear static analyses using a "meso-modelling" approach have been carried out and the masonry
constitutive law has been calibrated according to tests of mechanical characterization discussed in detail
by Milanesi et al. (2015).
The results of the analyses have been interpreted in order to evaluate the local effects on the frame; the
study has been focused on the distribution of moment and shear demands on RC elements due to the
presence of the AAC infill respect to the bare frame. Finally, the local pressure acting on the RC column
is discussed.
2. CURRENT EUROPEAN SEISMIC PROVISIONS FOR INFILLED STRUCTURES
According to the European code seismic provisions for infills, that are reported in Eurocode 8 (CEN,
2004), the structures located in seismic prone regions have to be designed and built respecting the life
safety and damage limit states. Thus, in order to withstand the ultimate limit state (ULS), the structure
have to maintain the structural integrity and a residual load bearing capacity after the seismic event, and
local and global collapses have to be avoided. The design and construction of the structure to Damage
Limit State (DLS) according to European seismic provisions is conducted in terms of displacement.
The damage limitation requirements, according to Eurocode 8 (EC8), are considered satisfied if the
inter-storey drift dr,DLS j / hj (dr,DLS j is the inter-storey displacement for storey j induced by the damage
limitation seismic action, and hj is the storey height) does not exceed the inter-storey limitation dDLS
which depends on the typology of non-structural element. Although the definition of the typologies is
not clear and could be improved to avoid misinterpretations, the EC8 states that the inter-storey drift
limitations for buildings are 0.50% for brittle non-structural elements attached to the structure, 0.75%
for ductile non-structural elements, and 1.00% in case of absence of non-structural elements or with
elements that do not interfere with the structure.
At the ULS, the safety verification, which has to be accomplished in terms of resistance to seismic
action, effects for both structural and non-structural elements. In particular, for non-structural elements
that might, in case of failure, threat the human life or affect the main structure of the building or services
of critical facilities, as the infills, the verification is achieved by ensuring an out-of-plane resistance
larger than the out-of-plane seismic force acting on the infill (usually defined as a horizontal out-ofplane force applied at the centre of mass of the infill). Moreover, the structural inter-storey drift
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limitation is usually employed to avoid widespread damages within the infill.
The EC8 prescriptions for the local effects are referred to the critical length only; indeed, the critical
length, which is defined in the RC design of each element depending by the ductility class, is increased,
due to the presence of the infill, to the total height of the RC column only in specific cases which are:
columns at the ground floor, infill in full contact with the column only on one side, and columns in
partial contact with the infill (see Figure 2).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Critical length of the columns (a) in full contact with the infill on one side, (b) columns at the ground
floor, and (c) columns in partial contact with the infill (Hak et al., 2013a).

3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL: DESCRIPTION AND CALIBRATION OF THE MASONRY
ACCORDING TO TESTS OF MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION
In the present section a general overview of the description of the FEM and of the calibration process of
the materials is reported, more detailed information can be found in Milanesi et al. (2015).
3.1 Description of the FEM: general overview, geometry and elements typology, constitutive laws
The modelling of the RC members and the masonry infill has been achieved through a "meso-modelling"
(Lourenço, 1995) with the aid of TNO Diana software (2010), where the materials are modelled as
homogenous; thus, the masonry has not been defined through elements representing the mortar joints
and the masonry units separately. The meso-model approach allows the calibration according to the test
of characterization of the masonry, which is considered as a unique material without distinction between
the unit and the mortar materials; indeed, the mechanical behaviour of the masonry is implicitly taken
into account through a proper calibration of the masonry material (see Section 3.2).
The modelling of a masonry infill in a RC frame through finite element approaches may usually be
subdivided into two well-known crack models: discrete and smeared (Roots, 1998), which can be further
characterized into fixed and rotating smeared crack approaches. In the present work, the smeared total
strain rotating crack model, originally proposed by Vecchio and Collins (1986), has been used for the
concrete and the AAC masonry infill.
The RC frame and the masonry infill have been modelled with an eight-node quadrilateral iso-parametric
plane stress element (Figure 3a) based on quadratic interpolation and Gauss integration with 4
integration points per elements. The frame-infill interface has been modelled using six-node interface
elements (Figure 3b).
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) 8-node quadrilateral iso-parametric plane stress element; (b) Frame-infill 6-node interface element.

The same constitutive model has been used for the concrete of the frame and for the AAC masonry infill.
A parabolic behaviour under compression has been assumed for the concrete and the AAC masonry
(Figure 4a) and the compressive strength, along with the compressive fracture energy, has been defined.
The "crack bandwidth" (h), which is contingent on the element size and the type of element used and,
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in this particular case, it corresponds to the characteristic element length, has been computed
automatically by the finite element software in order to avoid the "size effect". The reduction of the
compressive strength due to lateral cracking has been considered according to the relationship proposed
by Vecchio and Collins (1986) (Figure 4b). In addition, the increase of the compressive strength due to
lateral confinement has been taken into account, using the model proposed by Selby and Vecchio (1993).
The tensile behaviour has been idealized according to the model developed by Hordijk (1991) (Figure
4c). The tensile strength fctm has been computed with the formulae of Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004), and the
Mode-I fracture energy has been considered according to CEB-FIP Model Code 2010 (CEB-FIP, 2010).
As an alternative, an elastic-brittle tensile constitutive model has also been used during the calibration
of the material constitutive model used for the masonry. According to the elastic-brittle model the
material has a perfect elastic tensile behaviour up to the maximum tensile stress (ft), where the tensile
resistance drops to zero.
For the reinforcing steel, the Von Mises yield criterion was adopted, with a bilinear stress-strain curve
in uniaxial tension. The reinforcement steel bars have been considered as "embedded reinforcement"
which add stiffness to the finite element model, as discussed by many authors (i.e Barzegar et al., 1994
and Markou et al., 2012). In this modelling technique, the reinforcing bars, which are explicitly modelled
according to their real location and are not assumed as spread, are assumed to do not occupy any space
or mass in the finite element model and the addition of embedded bars does not provide any weight to
the mother element. The strains of the reinforcement are computed from the displacement field of the
mother elements assuming perfect bond with the surrounding material.
The frame-infill interface elements employ a Coulomb Friction criterion (Figure 4d). The linear normal
and tangential stiffness of the interface elements were assumed to be the same. The cohesion c and the
friction coefficient tanΦ were computed from initial shear tests according to EN 1052-3 (2007). This
model assumes that a gap forms if the tensile strength is exceeded.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. (a) Parabolic compressive behaviour which can be used in rotating crack model; (b) Vecchio and
Collins relationship for reduction factor due to lateral cracking; (c) Hordijk tensile constitutive law which can be
used in rotating crack model (red line); brittle tensile constitutive law (green line); (d) Coulomb friction criterion
with tensile strength limit.

3.2 Calibration of the AAC masonry through simulation of the tests of characterization
Penna and Calvi (2006), during the experimental campaign, have performed a series of tests of
characterization in order to know the mechanical behaviour of the AAC masonry adopted, which was
composed by 30 cm thick AAC units and both head- and bed-joints with a thin layer of mortar (about 1
mm thick). In this work, the results of the vertical, horizontal and diagonal compressive strength tests
have been considered and modelled.
The three vertical and the three horizontal compression tests on masonry wallettes, that have been
conducted according to EN 1052-1 (2011), give a mean value of about 2.0 MPa in both direction; the
seven specimens that have been subjected to the diagonal compression tests showed a shear strength (ft)
of 0.28 MPa (ft=0.5Fmax/(tw(b+l)/2), where Fmax is the maximum applied load, tw is the thickness of the
masonry, and b and l are the dimensions of the specimen).
The masonry have been modelled with two different tensile behaviours (elastic-brittle and Hordijk) in
order to compare the results and select the most suitable tensile constitutive law.
For both vertical and lateral compression, the stress-strain relations of the three cyclic tests are reported
in Figure 5a and b, together with the results of the FEM pushover analyses (Figure 5a for the vertical
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and Figure 5b for the horizontal compression). The results appear to be in good agreement, although the
peak stress is not perfectly attained in both the cases (vertical and horizontal compression). The two
laws used for modelling the tensile behaviour of the material have provided similar results in the case
of the vertical compression tests but a different deformation capacity for the case of the horizontal
compression test. For the diagonal compression tests, the comparison between the experimental and the
numerical results with Hordijk and elastic-brittle tensile behaviour is shown in Figure 5c. The same
parameters adopted for the vertical/horizontal compression tests are used. The Hordijk tensile behaviour
presents a better accuracy in the descending branch, whereas the brittle model appears to predict slightly
better the peak and its location in the load-displacement coordinates. In both cases, the stiffness and the
obtained ultimate displacement have found to be accurate. The Hordijk tensile behaviour has been
preferred to the elastic-brittle one because of better results of the descending branch in the post-peak
region.
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Figure 5. Comparison between experimental and FEM analysis: (a) vertical compression; (b) horizontal
compression; (c) diagonal compression.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE IN-PLANE CYCLIC TESTS OF A RC BARE
FRAME AND A RC FRAME INFILLED WITH AAC URM
The nonlinear static FEM analyses of a full-scale one-storey one-bay RC frame without infill and of a
fully infilled RC frame with AAC URM have been performed.
4.1 Numerical simulation of the in-plane cyclic test of a RC bare frame conducted by Calvi and
Bolognini (1999)
The RC bare frame that has been taken as reference has been tested by Calvi and Bolognini (1999)
within an extensive experimental campaign on different weak clay masonry infills in RC frame. The
specimens (full scale, one-storey, one-bay) were designed according to modern seismic codes as part of
a new building and subjected to in-plane and out-of-plane tests. The testing procedure consisted in
applying a constant load of 400 kN at the top of each column to simulate the presence of upper storeys
and in imposing a gradually increasing cyclic horizontal displacement to the beam in order to perform
a cyclic pseudo-static in-plane test up to 3.6% drift for the bare frame. The dimensions and the
reinforcement of the RC frame are reported in Figures 6a and 6b, whereas the Force-Displacement
experimental curve of the bare frame and application points of the loads are shown in Figure 6c.

5

1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. (a) Dimensions and reinforcement of the RC frame; (b) Detail of the sections of the RC frame; (c)
Force-Displacement experimental curve of the bare frame and application points of the loads during the tests
(Calvi and Bolognini, 1999).

As in the experimental testing campaigns, also the in the numerical studies is extremely important to
have reliable results of the bare frame structure; indeed, as presented in Section 5, a comparison between
the in-plane seismic performance of bare frame respect of the infilled frame allows a detailed
interpretation of the results on the influence of the infill on the structure.
A phased analysis has been performed to replicate the experimental testing procedure; firstly the vertical
loads were applied, secondly an incremental imposed displacement was imposed (pushover analysis).
Four materials have been used according to the tests of characterization on the materials: the concrete
of the beam, the concrete of the column, the steel of the longitudinal reinforcement and the steel of the
transversal reinforcement. According to the reinforcement details, a clear cover of the concrete elements
equal to 27 mm has been used. Only some of the experimental data on the mechanical characteristics of
the concrete were available and, therefore, some values have been assumed making reference to the
Eurocode 2 (CEN, 2004) and the CEB FIP 2010 Model Code (CEB/FIP, 2010). The properties of the
concrete and of the reinforcement steel used in the FEM model are reported in more detail by Milanesi
et al. (2015).
As shown in Figure 7a, the pushover analysis conducted on FEM has been able to predict the overall
response of the bare frame; indeed, the numerical peak strength (225.5 kN) and the post-yield behaviour
are really similar to the experimental results, where a peak strength of 227.7 kN has been obtained.
Moreover, through the assumption of a Young modulus of the concrete equal to the 80% of the average
elastic modulus evaluated with the expression in the EC2, the model has been able to match also the
initial stiffness of the structure. The approximation of the Young modulus can be considered in line with
the common dispersion of the values of this parameter. Figure 7b reports the deformed shape at the last
drift obtained from the numerical simulation (4.3% drift).
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Figure 7. (a) Comparison Force-Displacement curves: pushover FEM analysis versus experimental cyclic results.
(b) Deformed shape at 4.3% drift.

4.2 Numerical simulation of the in-plane cyclic test of a RC frame infilled with AAC URM conducted
by Penna and Calvi (2006)
In 2006, several tests on AAC masonry infills have been conducted by Penna and Calvi (2006), using
the same RC frames of the research by Calvi and Bolognini (1999). The experimental campaign has
studied the seismic behaviour of different AAC infills: unreinforced, reinforced with a RC mid-height
beam, reinforced with steel bars in the bed joints and a solution with a central opening. For the sake of
this study, only the in-plane test on the AAC URM infill rigidly attached to the RC frame has been taken
into account.
The specimen considered has tested up to a in-plane drift of 1.2%, in Figure 8a the cracking pattern at
end of the test is reported, whereas the Force-Drift experimental curve is shown in black line in Figure
8b.
The same phased FEM analysis conducted for the bare frame model and described in Section 4.1 has
been carried out. The materials properties of the concrete and of the steel reinforcement assumed for the
bare frame have been used for the infilled model. The properties of the AAC masonry have been
calibrated as reported in Section 3.2. Moreover, an interface material has been included and modelled
between the RC elements and the masonry. Further detail on values adopted and the modelling are
reported in Milanesi et al. (2015).
Figure 8b, where the comparison between the Force-Drift experimental and numerical curves is
reported, shows that the results of the FEM analysis are able to predict fairly well the overall behaviour
of the structure.
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Figure 8. (a) Unreinforced AAC infill. (a) Crack pattern, (b) Comparison of the Force-Drift curves: experimental
vs numerical.

The influence on the global seismic behaviour of the structure due to the infills is scientifically
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recognised. Indeed, the variation of the deformed shape between the bare and the infilled frames is
significant (Figure 9) and, for the AAC URM infilled RC frame studied, it dramatically changes
depending from the drift. Furthermore, also the variation of the subdivision of the applied force into the
base shear absorbed by the infill and taken by each RC column is altered due to the presence of the infill
and it varies with the drift (Figure 10).
(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Comparison of the deformed shape of the RC bare frame (blue) and the infilled RC frame (red) at
different drifts: (a) drift 0.50%, (b) drift 1.20%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Base shear subdivision among RC columns and infill at: (a) drift 0.50%, (b) drift 1.20%.

5. LOCAL EFFECTS ON THE RC COLUMNS DUE TO THE INFILL
The post seismic surveys, even after earthquakes occurred recently, proved the possibility of occurrence
of local effects on structural elements of infilled RC frame structures. In particular, the local damage
and the brittle failure can interest RC columns in partial contact with infill. Indeed, the masonry panel
causes a reduction of the clear height of the column and induces a local increase of the shear and
displacement demands. Moreover, masonry infill typologies with high strength and stiffness has more
probability to provoke detrimental local effects on RC columns of frame structures, especially if the
infill is located only on one side of the column. In particular, additional concentrated shear demands
may occur to the column edges, where there is the creation of a region of contact with the masonry infill
due to the activation of the compressive diagonal strut, and possibly causing local column damage or
shear failure.
The bending moment (Figure 11) and the shear demands (Figure 12) on the two RC columns of the bare
frame show an almost symmetrical behaviour. They have been both calculated from the pushover
analysis as a function of the imposed drift. Similarly, the moment and shear demand in case of AAC
URM infilled frame are reported in Figure 12 and 13, respectively.
According to Table 1, there are evident differences between the bare and the infilled frames in terms of
intensity and distribution of the internal forces. The changes start from the early low levels of imposed
drift demand. The column of the infilled frame present a shear demand that is found to be almost constant
up to the point where the local pressure of the infill begins to be activated and then it increases almost
linearly up to the column edges; the maximum shear on the RC columns is always much larger than the
one of the bare frame. Although also the moment distribution in the column of the infilled frame is very
8

different from the one of the bare frame, the maximum values are included between the maximum
positive and negative moment of the bare structure. A comparison between the moment and shear
demand at 0.3%, 0.5% and 1.0% is reported in Table 1.
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Figure 11. RC bare frame moment demand at different drifts (a) Column 1 (left), (b) Column 2 (right).
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Figure 13. AAC infilled RC frame moment demand at different drifts (a) Column 1 (left), (b) Column 2 (right).
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Table 1. Comparison of the moment and shear demand on RC column 1 of the RC bare frame and the AAC
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Furthermore, from the plots reported in Table 1 and Figure 15 a change of the shear demand depending
from the applied displacement is clearly appreciable. The results are in agreement with the findings of
other researchers with different masonry typologies (Buonopane et al., 1999; Bolis et al., 2017).
The local pressure distributions along the height of the column at different drifts for both column is
shown in Figure 15, where the horizontal axis reports the dimensionless ratio between the stresses and
the compressive strength of the masonry. The local pressure distribution shows a behaviour which is
similar to a rectangular "stress block" from a drift of approximately 0.5%. Although the pressure
distribution is dependent from the infill typology, the mechanical characteristics of the masonry, the
interface material and other parameters, the local pressure distribution, for similar infill and masonry, is
expected to increase (or decrease) proportionally with the mechanical characteristic of the masonry;
thus, the shear demand and the local pressure may also be more detrimental than the results reported in
Table 1 and Figures 15 and 16.
(a)

(b)

Figure 15. AAC infilled RC frame shear demand at different drifts (a) Column 1 (left), (b) Column 2 (right).

6. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, a numerical simulation of in-plane tests conducted by Calvi and Bolognini (1999)
and by Penna and Calvi (2006), for bare and AAC URM infilled frames, respectively, has been
performed, and the local infill-frame interactions have been discussed.
In the non-linear static analyses performed using a FEM meso-model approach, the masonry of the infill
has been calibrated according to tests of characterization. The numerical results of both the bare and
infilled frames present a good matching with the Force-Displacement experimental curves and the
cracking pattern observed during the tests.
The numerical simulation of the tests has allowed to obtain the actual moment and shear demand for
each column at every imposed drift Thus, a comparison between the bare and the infilled frame has
permitted to highlight the significant difference in the distribution of the internal forces in the case of
AAC rigidly attached infill in comparison with the bare frame. The presence of the infill produces
additional shear demand along the contact length and these local effects are relevant even at low levels
of in-plane drift. The additional shear demand originates a local pressure that results in an almost
rectangular stress block shape starting from 0.5% drift, when a complete activation of the diagonal strut
occurred and evident damage in the masonry was observed.
Finally, this study on the local effects due to infill/RC frame interaction clearly needs further work
including, for example, an investigation on the contact length variation in comparison with the imposed
drift, a comparison of the numerical results with the approaches in literature, and an parametric
application on a wider variety of masonry infills.
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